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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The European Parliament's Policy Department A: Economic and Scientific Policy organised a
workshop on "How to support the internationalisation of SMEs and microenterprises" for the
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE). The workshop took place in the
European Parliament, Brussels on 12th October 2016 and was chaired by Mr Paul Rübig MEP.

The workshop’s objective was to open the debate on the barriers, challenges and
opportunities for European SMEs serving markets outside the Internal Market, and EU
instruments supporting them in this endeavour.

The workshop consisted of a series of 7 presentations by external experts from the European
Commission, academia, business associations and SMEs. The first three presentations
covered the following issues in particular:

The main challenges, barriers and drivers in SME internationalisation. This
included consideration of challenges such as access to innovation finance or
underdeveloped international business networks, and regulatory barriers, but also
the drivers such as how integration into global value chains varies depending on
company size and industry.

Speakers stressed the importance of developing business networks in industry
clusters in order to pool resources and devise strategies for entering new markets
outside Europe. It was suggested that the public sector link up with industry
associations to support the creation of such networks. Integration into global value
chains and the difference between participation as an importer and as an exporter
was also highlighted. Moreover, the link between innovation and internationalisation
was explored.

The second set of presentations focused on:

The implementation and effectiveness of the different EU support
instruments in promoting SME internationalisation, such as COSME and Horizon
2020 and the participation rate of SMEs in these programmes.

Challenges to encouraging SME participation in different EU support
instruments, such as levels of awareness, and administrative hurdles in applying for
different EU funding programmes.

One conclusion arising is that existing measures add value but need to be made more
coherent and accessible, for example by setting up a common web portal to help
increase SME participation.

The speakers agreed that SMEs face a broad range of challenges when it comes to
internationalising, from lack of knowledge to human and financial resources constraints and
lack of access to finance. A point frequently made was that building stable networks, ideally
by way of industry clusters, is an essential prerequisite to internationalisation. Moreover,
internationalisation can take various forms, be it importing and exporting, subsidiary
relationships with multinational corporations or integration into global value chains.

As regards existing EU support measures, most speakers agreed that these added value to
national measures, but could be further streamlined, made more visible and easier to
navigate for SMEs, and needed to be continuously monitored to assess and further improve
their effectiveness.

The outcome of the discussions will feed into the EU’s strategy on SME internationalisation
and contribute to more targeted and effective EU support to SMEs.
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1. POLICY CONTEXT

1.1. Introduction

The European Parliament's Policy Department A: Economic and Scientific Policy organised a
workshop on "How to support the internationalisation of SMEs and microenterprises" for the
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE). The workshop took place in the
European Parliament, Brussels on 12th October 2016.

Examining this issue is timely since in order for Europe to recover acceptable growth levels
following the global economic and financial crisis, there is a need to foster the development
of SMEs and microenterprises, especially those with high-growth potential known as
“gazelles” since these have the capacity to be a significant engine for growth and jobs, by
taking advantage of opportunities in parts of the world where rapid development is taking
place, and thus to contribute towards the achievement of the goals of the Europe 2020
strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.

The purpose of the organisation of this workshop was to provide background information
and open the debate for the Members of the ITRE Committee on the barriers, challenges
and opportunities for European SMEs serving markets outside the Internal Market, and to
consider EU instruments supporting them in this endeavour. The workshop provided an
opportunity for an exchange of views between Members of the ITRE and experts on the
relevant EU support instruments and on the drivers and barriers to greater
internationalisation of SMEs.

The workshop consisted of a series of 7 presentations by external experts from the European
Commission, academia, business associations and SMEs. The first three presentations
covered the following issues in particular:

The main challenges, barriers and drivers in SME internationalisation. This
included consideration of the challenges such as access to innovation finance or
underdeveloped international business networks, and regulatory barriers, but also
the drivers such as how integration into global value chains varies depending on
company size and industry.
Speakers stressed the importance of business networks in industry clusters to pool
resources and devise strategies for entering new markets outside Europe. It was
suggested that the public sector link up with industry associations to support the
creation of such networks. The integration into global value chains and the difference
between participation as an importer and as an exporter was also highlighted.
Moreover, the link between innovation and internationalisation was explored.

The second set of presentations focused on:

The implementation and effectiveness of the different EU support
instruments promoting SME internationalisation, such as COSME and Horizon 2020
and the participation rate of SMEs in these programmes.
Challenges to encouraging SME participation in different EU support
instruments, such as levels of awareness, and administrative hurdles in applying for
different EU funding programmes.
One conclusion arising is that existing measures add value but need to be made more
coherent and accessible, for example by setting up a common web portal to help
increase SME participation.
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1.2. SME internationalisation

Enterprises employing less than 250 persons form the backbone of the European economy
contributing to employment, output and innovation. They account for over 99% of all
enterprises, 67% of jobs, and 58% of output1 (although a proportion of these enterprises
do not conform to all the criteria of the SME Definition).

In 2014, 600,000 European SMEs exported to third country markets, 20% of the total
number of SMEs in Europe. Even more SMEs export to other EU countries (33%), and 39%
import from other countries (both within and outside the EU). The most important market
for SMEs exporting to other countries is the EU (81%), the Middle East and North Africa
(15%), Eastern Europe (14%), and the US (13%).2 However, these numbers may
underestimate the internationalisation of European SMEs since many of them may not
directly export to other countries themselves, but nevertheless they may be integrated into
global value chains by supplying multinational corporations.

However, only 52% of European SMEs are active in international markets. Moreover, less
than 20% of SMEs are involved in internationalisation as subcontractors; and less than 10%
of them partnered with a foreign enterprise on R&D and only 4% invested directly in a
foreign based firm.

These numbers suggest that there is scope for increased internationalisation of
European SMEs. Such a development would desirable from a European policy-maker’s
point of view as internationalisation tends to create economic growth and jobs, and makes
the involved SMEs more resilient to market volatility at home.

The following section looks at some of the drivers and challenges for SME
internationalisation.

1.3. EU policy and support

The EC has made SME internationalisation a political priority since the adoption of a
Communication ‘Small Business, Big World – a new partnership to help SMEs seize global
opportunities’ in 20123 in which it outlined its strategy, including improving coherence of
existing support measures, increasing their visibility, their cost-effectiveness and filling
existing gaps in support.

This section presents the most important EU funding instruments for SME
internationalisation and the challenges to a wider take-up of these by SMEs. What many of
these have in common is support for closer trade and business relationships between the
EU and key partners in the EU’s neighbourhood as well as globally. Many of the instruments
available do not exclusively, or even explicitly, target SMEs, but are nevertheless open to
them and often can add greater value to their activities than to the activities of larger firms
who may not be as dependent on public support.

The EU has set up a platform helping SMEs access non-EU markets.4 Inter alia, the
Commission operates helpdesks in various regions (e.g. in Latin America and Southeast
Asia), and through the Enterprise Europe Network provides contacts in many markets
with market access and applications for funding. The Market Access Database provides
key information to EU exporters on applied tariffs, import formalities, statistics and trade
barriers and provides the possibility for SMEs to report on trade obstacles they face to the
European Commission. Other databases provide further information on taxation and
customs. The EU also informs on rules affecting imports that European SMEs may wish to

1 European Commission (2015b) Annual Report on European SMEs 2014/2015 – SMEs start hiring again, November
2015, ISBN 978-92-79-52922-1, doi: 10.2873/886211

2 https://open-data.europa.eu/en/data/dataset/S2090_421_ENG
3 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A52011DC0702
4 http://ec.europa.eu/small-business/most-of-market/international-business-outside-europe/index_en.htm#1
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make from third countries. Last but not least, the website provides information on EU
funding available in the Middle East and North Africa region as well as in Eastern Partnership
countries.

Besides these support measures, the EU has put roughly 50 funding instruments in place 5,
including the ones presented below.

Table 1: Overview of EU instruments supporting SME internationalisation
Programmes Description

COSME6 COSME is the EU programme for the Competitiveness of
Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs).
It runs from 2014 to 2020 with a planned budget of €2.3bn.
COSME supports: better access to finance for SMEs, access
to markets for SMEs, entrepreneurship and more favourable
conditions for business creation and growth.

ICI, ICI+7 This was the EU's Instrument for Cooperation with
Industrialised Countries (ICI) with ICI+ focusing on less
industrialised countries in Southeast Asia both support
cooperation on trade, business and regulatory issues
between partner countries. In the funding period 2007-2013,
ICI had a budget of €172 million.

Both programmes have been replaced by the partnership
instrument in the funding period 2014-2020, see below.

Partnership
Instrument8

The Partnership Instrument, with a budget of €954 million
2014-2020, has the aim of promoting EU interests such as
adherence to global standards and regulatory cooperation,
strengthening EU Market Access Teams on the ground, and
fostering policy dialogue and technical assistance on issues
such as Intellectual Property Rights.

European
Neighbourhood
instrument (ENI)9

The European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI) supports the
European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). With €15.4bn
available in 2014-2020, the instrument promotes inter alia
economic integration between the EU and neighbour
countries, including by supporting SMEs that are operational
in the neighbourhood region and supporting private sector
development through partnerships with European firms.

Horizon 202010 H2020 is managed by DG RTD, but other DGs are also
involved (e.g. DG EAC / Marie Curie, DG CONNECT some
themes). With an overall budget of €77bn 2014-2020, H2020
addresses various issues, but includes an SME instrument
one of whose key goals it is to support internationalisation
through innovation.

5 http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/9334/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/pdf
6 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/cosme_en; https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/cosme
7 http://www.eibn.org/en/page/euici_new; http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/fpi/what-we-do/ici_en.htm
8 http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/fpi/what-we-do/partnership_instrument_en.htm
9 http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/funding/european-neighbourhood-and-partnership-instrument-enpi_en
10 https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/sme-instrument
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Programmes Description

European Structural
and Investment Funds
(ESIFs)11

Support to SME competitiveness is a key priority of the ESIFs,
in particular the European Regional Development Fund.
Measures supported include entrepreneurship promotion,
developing new business models for SMEs including those
building on internationalisation, supporting the creation of
advanced capacities for product and service development and
growth in regional, national and international markets.

Instrument for Pre-
Accession Assistance

The Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance supports
reforms in enlargement countries and creation of a better
business environment, in particular for SMEs.

Development
Cooperation
Instrument (DCI) and
European Development
Fund (EDF)

Those two instruments support private sector development in
developing countries, for example by improving business
environments, business development services, access to
finance, with a particular focus on SMEs and
microenterprises. The instruments also encourage
investment by European firms into the targeted developing
countries.

European Investment
Bank

The EIB provides many products for SMEs wishing to
internationalise. One example is the partnership with the
Inter-American Development Bank setting up a loan facility
for SMEs and midcaps from Latin America and the Caribbean
seeking to expand to the EU and, conversely, for EU SMEs
and midcaps seeking to invest in or expand to the region.

SME take-up of support programmes

Given this multitude of support measures at a European level, notwithstanding many more
at a national level in EU Member States, the actual take-up by SMEs wishing to
internationalise through such measures is modest. A survey found that many SMEs are not
well aware of the existence of support programmes – only between 15% and 27% of micro
enterprises and SMEs, varying by size, were aware of them. In practice, only 10% of micro
and 13-16% of SMEs actually used such measures in 2009.12

Besides lack of awareness, other reasons for low take-up may include lack of resources and
willingness to engage with the public sector, inaccessible programmes, excessive
bureaucracy encountered in applications for funding, and the fact that many programmes
are not specifically tailored for SMEs in general, or SMEs in certain sectors in particular.

Taking the EU RTD FPs as an example, previous research suggests that there are obstacles
for SMEs in many new member states to taking part in the FPs (e.g. in FP7 and Horizon
2020) for a number of reasons. These include, among others:

Low success rates – it is generally accepted that the FPs are becoming more competitive
with an average of 5 applications for every project successfully funded. In some of the new
member states, the success rates in applying for the FPs is much lower, and this can serve
as a disincentive in investing the time and effort needed to prepare a proposal in EN.

11 http://ec.europa.eu/contracts_grants/funds_en.htm;
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/legislation/guidance/

12 European Commission. Internationalisation of European SMEs. Ref. Ares(2015)1816861
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Lack of a sufficient international network and partners with whom to collaborate
– SMEs in some countries, especially in the Member States which acceded since 2004,
point to the fact that EU MS with longer experience of participating in the FPs are more
readily able to identify partners for project consortia with a reputation for excellent science
and research.

Long lead times to market compared with national funding. Although it can be
prestigious to apply for FP funding and to win an internationally competitive research project
through the FPs, compared with some national R&D schemes, the lead times to
commercialise new innovations can be longer than is commercially possible for SMEs to
sustain. Some SMEs therefore prefer to take part in smaller, national funding programmes,
such as Innovation Voucher schemes that enable SMEs to engage research institutes to work
on a joint research project.

Several stakeholders have pointed out that demand-based interventions are most
effective in supporting SME internationalisation. Given the importance of networks for SMEs
seeking to go global, facilitating the creation of international business partnerships
and networking is of great importance. In this context, BUSINESSEUROPE identifies the
difficulty in several Member States to finance trade fairs directed at third countries as an
area where additional EU support is needed. 13 Another reason for the low take-up of EU
instruments by SMEs could be that similar support instruments exist in Member States14,
and consequently, coherence with such instruments should be improved. Indeed, another
study suggests that EU instruments should recognise existing networks and approaches
(institutions, agencies such as sector-based organisations, chambers of commerce and
member-state promotion systems and agencies) of SMEs to internationalisation in order to
complement these rather than trying to replace them with parallel structures. 15

Besides supporting SME internationalisation through the above-mentioned measures, the
EU can also facilitate market access through negotiating conducive trade agreements with
third countries and markets. The most important such agreement currently under
negotiation is the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). An
ambitious agreement should remove many obstacles SMEs currently face when trying to
access the US market. A recent study16 looked at the potential of TTIP for facilitating SME
access to the US market: It noted positively that TTIP will be the first free trade agreement
to include a separate chapter dedicated to the internationalisation of SMEs. The focus,
according to the study, should lie on removing non-tariff and technical barriers to trade,
including by harmonising regulation and administration between the EU and the US. Where
harmonisation is neither feasible nor desirable, mutual recognition as practiced within the
Single Market could be a viable alternative. Moreover, clear rules on intellectual property
rights, competition and public procurement should make it easier for SMEs on both sides of
the Atlantic to expand into the other market. Another report confirms that practical barriers
to trade in the value chain matter most to SMEs since these lack the resources to overcome
such barriers on their own.17 These points may well apply to other free trade agreements
the EU is currently negotiating, or plans to negotiate in the future.

13 Position paper. Proposed Commission Programme on Competitiveness of Enterprise and SMEs (COSME). April
2012. P. 4

14 As confirmed by: ECSIP. Study on Support Services for SMEs in International Business. Final Report. 2013.
15 European Parliament. Tailor-made support for SMEs towards effective implementation of the EU’s trade and

investment strategy. 2016.
16 http://ecipe.org/publications/logic-zero-boosting-smes-trade-ttip/
17 World Trade Institute. TTIP and the EU Member States. An assessment of the economic impact of an ambitious

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership at EU Member State level. 2016.
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The European Commission itself published a report on TTIP and SME internationalisation 18,
concluding that compliance with technical rules and regulations for goods and exclusion from
public procurement are the most pressing issues for European SMEs wishing to export to
the US. Moreover, access to information on what rules apply to their products should be
simplified. Moreover, there are sector-specific issues such as in the food, agricultural
products, pharmaceuticals, and textiles industries. This once again shows that a one-size-
fits-all approach to SME internationalisation support may not be the most useful.

18 European Commission. Small and Medium Sized Enterprises and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership. 2015.
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2. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

Participants:

Paul Rübig MEP (Chair), Frédéric Gouardères (EP- Policy Department A), Prof. Christian
Felzensztein (Kingston Business School), Chiara Aprea (UEAPME), Patrick de Smedt (EC-
DGGROW), Daniel Cloquet (Business Europe), Prof. Pavlos Dimitratos (University of
Glasgow), Niranjala de Mel (European Business Organisation Worldwide Network), Mike
Coyne (CSES), Mark Whittle (CSES), Stephan Kreutzer (CSES)

Introduction by the Chair (Paul Rübig, MEP)

It is important to educate SMEs on how to take and share risks in order to foster
internationalisation. The real growth opportunities lie in third markets outside Europe. The
question for policy makers is how this can be encouraged and enabled. In this context, the
digital economy plays an increasingly important role, and the self-employed and SMEs will
have to enter the digital economy in order to serve new markets, in line with changing
customer behaviour.

Besides encouraging SMEs to take risks, they can be helped by facilitating access, for
example to risk capital and by sharing the risk of entering new markets. In this regard, the
taxpayer should play a role. The success and growth of internationalising SMEs should mean
that any public investment to foster this will yield a return. Successful SMEs will end up
paying more taxes so this should be mutually beneficial, but remember that SMEs need to
make a profit to encourage them to engage.

The challenges, barriers and drivers in the internationalisation of EU businesses

Presentation 1 ‘Drivers and challenges of SME internationalisation’

Christian Felzensztein (Kingston Business School)

Mr Felzensztein began his presentation by pointing out that most European SMEs (81%)
only operate within Europe. The most common route for SMEs to internationalise is to
become integrated into global value chains by supplying multinational corporations. Less
than 20% of SMEs are involved in internationalisation as subcontractors; and less than 10%
of them partnered with a foreign enterprise on R&D and only 4% invested directly in a
foreign based firm. These figures shows that there is scope for increased internationalisation
of European SMEs.

The key question is what can be done to widen the scope of their operations. In this regard,
the new business concept of ‘micro multinationals’ is instructive. There is a need for new
partnerships around the world (e.g. in Asia, Latin America). Industry clusters are key,
especially since each industry differs in the factors that are important when it comes to
accessing new markets.

Mr Felzensztein also pointed out that the SME population is highly heterogeneous and varies
by size, sector, location, degree of innovativeness, and entrepreneurs vary in terms of their
aspirations, commitment and capabilities. The implication is that this heterogeneity needs
to be taken into account when devising support measures for SMEs wishing to
internationalise, and that indeed internationalisation may not be desirable for all types of
SMEs.

As regards the drivers for internationalisation, in Mr Felzenstein’s view these relate to:

Increased market diversity increasing SME’s resilience to collapsing demand in their
home markets.
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The role of networks which are crucial in building and maintaining business
relationships in target markets and getting access to relevant market knowledge.
Research suggests there is a statistically robust link between the number of networks
between two regions and the number of entrepreneurs trading between those
regions.

Ecommerce and online marketing facilitate internationalisation.

Innovation: SMEs with strong innovative capabilities are more likely to introduce new
products and services, which simulate their market share and foreign sales. 19

SMEs should build long-term networks and social capital with each other and with customers.
They also need to make effective use of the Internet and eCommerce, for example through
joint marketing activities and inter-firm cooperation. This requires vision amongst firm
leaders.

On the flipside, Mr Felzensztein highlighted a few challenges and barriers to
internationalisation of SMEs. These include Lack of human and financial resources, market
knowledge, skills and expertise, networking capabilities, management commitment, time
and service quality.

External challenges include international competition, access to finance to scale up activities,
appropriate partners in the target market(s), and challenges in the target markets and
different business environment (e.g. customs regulation, intellectual property, technical
standards, etc.). These external challenges are increasingly important due to the changing
political context with protectionism on the rise worldwide.

Intellectual property rights (IPR) are a big challenge in certain new markets such as China,
or Vietnam. Here, SMEs need specialist advice to devise the right policies.

In general, many SMEs may perceive the risk of internationalisation as high. Indeed, there
is evidence that rushed internationalisation can lead to high business failure rates.20

Finally, Mr Felzensztein touched upon some of the issues related to existing support services
in the EU. He maintained that networking and collaboration with other firms, and also with
customers, within the same industry are key. Recognising variations in type of support
needs, and building on existing networks could increase the effectiveness of support
mechanisms. Policies need to be tailored for each industry cluster and for different
geographical areas in Europe. For example, SMEs in peripheral parts of Europe face different
challenges when it comes to internationalising than others. Currently, many SMEs are
confused by the number and variety of support programmes on offer.

Presentation 2 ‘Barriers faced by SMEs and microenterprises’

Chiara Aprea (UEAPME)

Ms Aprea pointed out that exports and imports are both equally important when it comes to
internationalising. Many SMEs are already internationalised in the sense that they are part
of global value chains even if they only import but do not export into extra-EU markets (yet).
It is also worth noting that going international is not suitable or desirable for all SMEs and
this decision should be left up to them.

Companies face a primary challenge, namely whether they have enough people to research
and prepare entry into new markets. A key challenge for SMEs is to find trustworthy
information from competent experts on the market(s) they want to enter. The Internet is
key for market research and they also have to be prepared to devote additional time and

19 Kafouros, M. I., Buckley, P. J., Sharp, J. A., and Wang, C. (2008) The role of internationalisation in explaining
innovation performance. Technovation, 28(1), 63-74.

20 Nummela, N., Saarenketo, S., and Loane, S. (2016) The dynamics of failure in international new ventures: A
case study of Finnish and Irish software companies. International Small Business Journal, 34(1), 51-69. OECD
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human and financial resources to this exercise. They will have to identify the unique qualities
of the product(s) they want to sell in new markets. They will have to be able to adapt their
product to the requirements of new markets. They also need capacity to expand production
quickly if demand picks up substantially. Typically, personalised advice, in addition to
support portals, is helpful. Smaller SMEs need tailor-made support.

Advice needs to distinguish between first-time and experienced exporters. The key
experience required covers customs, export regulations and contract law requirements in
the target market. One-stop-shops can make support more accessible. Advice should be
provided in the native language of entrepreneurs.

Anti-subsidy and anti-dumping rules can be difficult barriers to overcome for SMEs – when
they are trying to launch a complaint in a third country this imposes a big administrative
burden on them which can act as a deterrent to enter such a market in the first place.
Moreover, SMEs require assistance when they are being accused of dumping or misconduct
in third markets.

Any initiative to strengthen IPR is welcomed by UEAPME.

The focus for EU initiatives should be on capacity building and promoting existing support
mechanisms. It should primarily target the smallest SMEs, with fewer than 50 employees.
Tax reductions and export guarantees can be useful tools. These should be viewed as an
investment with a good return. Export promotion and lobbying in third markets can also be
useful. The EU should also consider the diversity of actions currently available, and ‘train
the trainers’.

Presentation 3 ‘The support needed by a sustainable energy cluster’

Mike Coyne (CSES, in absence of Preben Birr-Pedersen)

Preben Birr-Pedersen manages a successful cluster of 400 enterprises in the energy sector
in Denmark. Some of the lessons he has learned from this activity are that innovative SMEs
are more likely to engage in international activities than those that are not innovative, and
that SMEs active in networks and clusters have a higher degree of internationalisation.

His cluster and the relationships between its members is crucial in developing new market,
especially in allowing quite small firms to participate in international activity. It should be
noted that it is not true, as is often claimed, that 99.7% of enterprises are SMEs. It is true
that 99.7% of enterprises have fewer than 250 employees, but up to 10% of enterprises
are excluded because of the other criteria in the SME Definition, especially those relating to
ownership. This means that some of the more dynamic small enterprises do not have access
to support.

The cluster has received funding from the European Structural Funds in the past. One
problem they faced is that the Structural Funds (now ESIFs) are designed for regional
development and not adapted to assisting in internationalisation. For example, they would
not pay for a business trip to China.

Overall, the message for policy makers is:  Keep it simple; Do it fast; Make it profitable for
SMEs to internationalise.
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First Q&A Session

The first three presentations summarised above were followed by a first Questions and
Answers session, in which the Chair put one or several questions to each of the speakers,
asking them to elaborate on some of the points made in their presentations.

Question 1 for Christian Felzensztein: What role can the public sector, and the EU in
particular, play in supporting the drivers to SME internationalisation and help them overcome
the challenges/barriers?

Response: The public sector should link up better with trade associations which can help
build social capital and trust amongst SMEs that are usually competing with each other in
the same industry.

Question 2 for Christian Felzensztein: Can you elaborate on examples of support for inter-
firm networks? What are ‘best practice’ characteristics of successful networks?

Response: The question is how to collaborate with competing firms. Joint distribution
networks, joint branding in foreign markets are key to success. For example, an SME might
collaborate with its partners just to distribute to Japan or China, using a common website
to brand this offering, whereas it would continue to compete with the same partners in other
markets.

Chiara Aprea Question 1: How could the main barriers to SME internationalisation be
overcome and what role could the EU play in this regard?

Response: The EU should promote more the instruments that are already available and avoid
duplication with existing measures at national level. Existing measures should be presented
in a unified portal with key information. The EU should involve trade associations and
national SME associations in its promotion activities.

Regarding trade policy, UEAPME supports TTIP since economic growth is mainly happening
outside of Europe, and other large economies are negotiating their own free trade
agreements, meaning that Europe risks falling behind if it doesn’t do the same. UEAPME
would, however, welcome an impact assessment on how TTIP may affect SMEs, and
especially those SMEs that are currently not active abroad. There needs to be fair
competition. A situation where EU SMEs are more heavily regulated (e.g. on energy
efficiency, labelling, consumer protection) than US ones needs to be avoided.

Chiara Aprea Question 2: What are particular challenges for microenterprises and how
should these be addressed in support instruments at EU level?

Response: A checklist for SMEs to prepare them for entering new markets could be
introduced.

Mike Coyne Question 1: How does the link between innovation and internationalisation play
out in practice?

Response: Innovation leads to being a world leader in a niche sector such as renewable
energy. Internationalisation then almost follows naturally. Equally international competition
stimulates innovation. Innovation can also benefit from interaction between members of the
same cluster. It is important to have cluster managers to foster this process, then mutual
learning will happen.

Paul Rübig, the Chair, then mentioned Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurism, an initiative that
should be extended globally. The EU would welcome advice on how to strengthen this
programme at an international level.
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The implementation and effectiveness of the existing EU measures

Presentation 4 ‘COSME instruments for promoting SME internationalisation:
Implementation and effectiveness’ – Daniel Cloquet (Business
Europe)

Mr Cloquet’s presented on COSME, the European Commission’s horizontal Programme for
the Competitiveness of Enterprises and SMEs. His presentation focused on the access to the
market pillar within COSME, which has been allocated € 460 million between 2014 and 2020.
Within this pillar, there are four tools:

Enterprise Europe Network (EEN);

IPR SME Helpdesks;

EU-Japan Centre for Industrial Cooperation; and

Cluster Internationalisation Programme for SMEs.

The European Enterprise Network (EEN) is the largest SME support network in the world.
There are two main categories of service provided by the Network:

International Partnership Services supporting business cooperation, technology
transfer, research and development and innovation projects through matchmaking
events, technology brokerage and company missions.

Information & Advisory Services such as EU policies and programmes, innovation
support services, IPR advice, and access to international markets activities.

These services are provided by a workforce of 1,473 full time equivalents.

Business cooperation centres have been established in 25 countries outside the EU.
Information events have proven to be very popular.

Business Europe in 2012 carried out an evaluation of the EEN. As an outcome indicator, they
found that in the two years 2013-2014, 5,273 partnerships were signed.

In their evaluation, Business Europe made four main recommendations on how to improve
the effectiveness of the EEN:

1. Increase the visibility of the Network;

2. Ensure the offering is in line with business opportunities;

3. Develop criteria for introducing new services and avoid duplicating existing measures
at EU and national levels – the support landscape can be confusing for SMEs; and

4. Improve the governance of the Network.

Good progress has been made since the evaluation in 2012. For example, any service
provider who wants to register with the EEN now needs to submit a service implementation
strategy showing they are aware of existing measures and how theirs complement them.
Moreover, a mandatory adherence to a code of conduct was introduced and performance
indicators are monitored. Annual partnership agreements have increased to over 2,000.

Mr Cloquet then introduced the IPR SME Helpdesks, another service under the access to
market pillar of COSME. These helpdesks help EU SMEs protect and enforce their IPR through
the provision of free information and services. Helpdesks are present both at home in Europe
and in key target markets such as China, the ASEAN21 region and MERCOSUR22.

21 In South East Asia
22 In Latin America
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The scheme has been operational since 2015 and is now delivering substantial added value
to national assistance. The China Helpdesk, for example, receives lots of queries. However,
all the IPR helpdesks need to improve the number of website visits.

The EU-Japan Centre for Industrial Cooperation is intended to improve access of European
businesses to the Japanese market by providing with needed data on local conditions and
familiarising them with commercial and industrial practices in Japan through training
sessions. These sessions attract a good number of participants and are considered valuable
by Business Europe.

Finally, the Cluster Internationalisation Programme for SMEs analysis the development of
industry clusters through a European Cluster Observatory and promotes international cluster
cooperation through 15 Strategic Cluster Partnerships, 88 cluster organisations in 21 EU
countries, reaching more than 10,000 SMEs. Business Europe regards this initiative as very
positively.

To sum up, some improvements in specific areas are needed but generally there has been
good progress and a valuable service is provided by COSME.

There are three increasingly important issues:

1. There is a need to optimise the toolbox of public and private support services
(currently there are 1,200 services in place across Europe);

2. Free trade agreements are helpful; and

3. The EU needs to help SMEs integrate into global value chains.

Presentation 5 ‘How to support the internationalisation of SMEs and
microenterprises’

Patrick de Smedt (DG GROW, European Commission)

Mr de Smedt presented on various EU actions for SME internationalisation.

He first recapped the reasons for SMEs to internationalise, pertaining to internationalisation
contributing to higher turnover and employment growth, and innovation. The last point
confirms a point made in presentation 3. Other reasons why internationalisation is important
are that 90% of global growth takes place outside the EU, emerging markets are expected
to account for 60% of global GDP by 2030, and increased market integration allows SMEs
to play an important role in global value chains (confirming previous presenter’s
statements).

The European Commission (EC) carried out a ‘Flash Eurobarometer’ with a sample of 13,111
SMEs in 201523 which showed that 35% of European SMEs imported from another country
in the EU, and 30% exported to another country in the EU. However, forty-nine percent of
respondents appear to not be active internationally at all. Only 20% of respondents exported
to active in countries outside the EU, and 19% imported from countries outside the EU.

In terms of political actions at EU level, Mr de Smedt highlighted the regulatory and SME
dialogues taking place to reduce barriers to trade and investment, help European businesses
access new markets and improve the business environment in developing economies. In this
context, he stated that there must be a meaningful chapter for SMEs in TTIP. He also pointed
out the various free trade agreements already in place or under negotiation with key markets
across the world which should further reduce barriers for SMEs. Moreover, he stressed that
SME panels are used to assess the specific impact for SMEs of new EU initiatives.

23 Eurobarometer no. 421 (Oct. 2015)
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A useful resource for SMEs is the website providing access to the Market Access Database
gives information on applied tariffs, import formalities and documentary requirements for
imports into third countries and information on trade barriers restricting access to those
markets. All services are provided free of charge.

In addition to the IPR helpdesks also discussed in presentation 4, Mr de Smedt mentioned
the programme Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs which fosters exchanges between
experienced and inexperienced entrepreneurs across Europe. The European Commission is
thinking about which third countries to expand the programme to, including the US. The
goal is to have had 10,000 exchanges by 2020. There is no age limit for participants, the
term ‘young entrepreneurs’ refers to the idea that newly self-employed people should benefit
from the scheme. Cooperation with incubators on mentoring is also beneficial.

With regard to the EEN, Mr de Smedt pointed out that the Network has sub-groups
specialising in 17 sectors from aeronautics and space to women entrepreneurship, and thus
acknowledges that each industry cluster requires a specific approach. There is also a link to
another EU programme in that the EEN delivers some innovation services funded through
Horizon 2020.

Network service operated under the EEN are typically run by chambers of commerce,
innovation or enterprise agencies, regional development agencies, research institutes,
universities, and technology and innovation centres and receive between 40% and 60% co-
funding from the EU budget.

Since its inception in 2008 and until 2014, the EEN has on average:

Reached 2.5 million SMEs per year;

Welcomed 230,000 participants per year;

Welcomed 22,600 clients at its brokerage events and company missions; and

Facilitated the conclusion of 2,500 partnership agreements per year.

Presentation 6 ‘Horizon 2020’

Pavlos Dimitratos (University of Glasgow)

Before discussing the merits of Horizon 2020 (H2020), Mr Dimitratos pointed out that
internationalising firms have different needs, depending on how long they have been
established before they decide to go abroad. Rapidly internationalising firms also have
different needs from ‘late comers’. Exporting firms have different needs from micro-
multinationals which are going abroad through deeper cooperation, for example through
joint ventures. All this implies that support has to be tailor-made.24

Horizon 2020 is a very powerful instrument and it is correct to focus on innovation, access
to finance, enabling and implementing lead industrial technologies, and competitiveness.

As regards the EEN, Mr Dimitratos states that networks are a sine qua non in SME
internationalisation support. In this regard, a finer grain in the structure of H2020 is needed
and more tailored measures would be welcome. For example, it should be specified exactly
what kind of networks at what level involving what kind of partners should be developed.
Partnerships require compatibility of skills between collaborating firms and similar positions
in terms of R&D management – collaboration is not the solution per se and specific forms of
collaboration are required. Networking with non-competitors works better than with

24 The EP ran a related workshop in 2016 on tailor-made support for SMEs towards effective implementation of
the EU’s trade and investment strategy, report available at:
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/535025/EXPO_STU(2016)535025_EN.pdf
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competitors, according to research. This should be reflected in support networks.
Sometimes, a subsidiary relationship with a larger firm may work better than a looser
network.

Importing is more common amongst EU SMEs than exporting. This raises the question of
how importers can be transformed into exporters. Should there be specific assistance for
importers to turn them into exporters or micro-multinationals? This is also a matter of the
mind-sets of SME managers, and depends on their risk-taking behaviour and entrepreneurial
attitudes. In the current climate of economic uncertainty, it is particularly important to
address manager’s concerns in this regard.

Support schemes should also take into account the different stages of commercialisation of
products.

Transnational entrepreneurs can play an important role in internationalisation and building
appropriate networks. The Migrant Entrepreneurship Programme (also mentioned by Mr de
Smedt) is very important since it supports migrants that rejuvenate societies, are cultural
agents and social entrepreneurs. They can help establish business links with third markets.

Presentation 7 ‘Partnership Instrument, ENI & ICI/ICI+’ – Niranjala de Mel
(European Business Organisations Worldwide Wide Network ASBL)

As an introduction, Ms de Mel explained that her organisation mirrors Business Europe
outside the EU.

To provide an overview, Ms de Mel mentioned that nine out of ten SMEs have fewer than 10
employees – which raises the question of how these firms can obtain the appropriate
information. They face resource constraints and are often not aware of the support that is
available. It is important to ask what impact support programmes have had.

Some of the key barriers to internationalisation include:

Limited information;

Lack of working capital to finance exports;

Identifying foreign business opportunities;

Inability to contact overseas customers;

Manager’s lack of vision, control of business and market knowledge;

Competition in overseas markets; and

Familiarity with ICT technologies.

Ms de Mel then introduced the European Instrument for Cooperation with Industrialised
Countries (ICI) and ICI+. Economic partnerships and business cooperation is one goal of ICI
and ICI+. Whereas ICI focused on high income countries, ICI+ extended support to other
countries such as in Southeast Asia. ICI+ programmes are about matchmaking, marketing,
reporting, providing business support on the ground; and advocacy.

Ms de Mel then introduced the Partnership Instrument which has the aim of promoting EU
interests such as adherence to global standards and regulatory cooperation, strengthening
EU Market Access Teams on the ground, and fostering policy dialogue and technical
assistance on issues such as IPR. She also touched upon COSME.

One observation she makes is that each programme has its own separate website but it is
not easy to go through all the different sites to get the full picture on existing support
measures. A portal arrangement could assist SMEs to get to the right information.

The EU should have increased consultation with industry associations, targeted beneficiaries
and stakeholders outside Europe prior to setting up new measures.
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It would also be helpful to reduce the time between initiating and implementing new
instruments. Right now many stakeholders only become aware of new programmes when
the first calls for applications are launched. By then it is too late to influence the design of
the programme. Ms de Mel finds that her organisation would have set priorities under ICI+
slightly differently. Some programmes may be over budgeted. For example, a support centre
in Laos could have done with €500,000 but received €1.2m whereas a support centre in
China could easily use €6m.

They would also welcome a centralised website for all EU measures (confirming a similar
statement made in presentation 2), orientated to supporting SMEs on the ground.

The implementation of programmes should be sped up as competitors in China and
elsewhere are rapidly entering new markets.

Under current programmes there are too many time-consuming reporting requirements.

Potential key performance indicators that could help evaluate the effectiveness of support
measures are a change in the level of exports, foreign direct investment, and change in
contractual modes (outsourcing, offshoring, franchising, licensing, strategic alliances).

Finally, the motives for internationalisation need to be addressed.

Second Q&A Session

Patrick de Smedt Q1: What are the key trends in terms of SME participation in EU funding
instruments? To what extent are projects funded that actually contribute to SMEs entering
new markets?

Response: On the participation rate of SMEs in different programmes: COSME is a
programme dedicated to SMEs only, and 60% of funds are channelled through
intermediaries in the form of financial instruments. As regards the programme’s
effectiveness, it is well known, and benefits hundreds of thousands of companies. An
evaluation is beginning now.

In case of Horizon 2020, there is a goal that 20% of funds should go to SMEs. This is a
significant amount of money given to the overall budget of Horizon 2020.  The SME
instrument alone sets aside €3 billion for SMEs. In this context, it is worth mentioning that
participation of SMEs in H2020 went up to 24% compared to the previous Framework
Programme 7.25

The EC is working on creating synergies between different EU programmes.

Daniel Cloquet Question 1: How effective has COSME been in supporting SMEs wishing to
internationalise and how could it be made more effective?

Response: COSME is effective in its area, but there is room for improvement.

Pavlos Dimitratos Question 1: How useful and innovative are H2020 and the SME instrument
in particular in promoting SME internationalisation? Can we already draw lessons for future
funding periods and instruments?

Response: The SME instrument is useful, but mostly to larger and well-established SMEs.

Niranjala de Mel Question 1: To what extent can the Partnership Instrument and other
mechanisms primarily funding activities in third countries also benefit EU-based SMEs
wishing to internationalise? How may this work in practice?

25 European Parliament. Assessment of Horizon 2020 Programme. Study. 2016.
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Response: It would be good to bring stories of success in international markets back to
Europe, showcasing SMEs that did well. Entering new markets is also a question of
motivation.
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Useful websites:

European Small Business Portal: http://ec.europa.eu/small-business/most-of-
market/international-business-outside-europe/index_en.htm#1

Overview COSME: https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/cosme_en;

Overview ICI Programme: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/fpi/what-we-do/ici_en.htm

Overview ICI+ Programme: http://www.eibn.org/en/page/euici_new

Overview Partnership Instrument: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/fpi/what-we-
do/partnership_instrument_en.htm

Overview European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument:
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/funding/european-neighbourhood-and-partnership-
instrument-enpi_en

Overview SME Instrument: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-
section/sme-instrument

Guidance on European Structural and Investment Funds 2014-2020:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/information/legislation/guidance/

Studies on the internationalisation of SMEs: http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/access-to-
markets/internationalisation/studies_en

Further reading:

A Study on Business Networks (2014)26 investigated emerging forms of inter-firm
collaboration. The aim was to propose possible measures to support business networks and
coordinate them at European level when appropriate. The study was based on eight case
studies conducted in EU countries, business networks were divided into two types: business
associations and company aggregations. The difference between the two types was found
to lie in the level of cooperation and coordination which is higher for business associations.
The study concludes that the EU should prepare the business environment before building
support mechanisms for SMEs focussing on cooperation.

A Study on Support Services for SMEs in International Business (2013) 27 assessed the scope
and availability of support services for firms in the EU28 and in 25 other countries. The study
identified 1,156 existing support services with few of them focusing on particular firm size,
starting or existing firms or sectors.

A Study on the internationalisation opportunities for European SMEs in third countries
(2011)28 looked at opportunities and support available for EU SMEs to do business outside
the EU, particularly in the key markets of Brazil, Russia, India, China, Japan, South Korea,
and Ukraine. CSES made a significant contribution to this study. It focussed on the market
potential for SMEs in those markets, the options to better connect European SMEs to them,
and the specific measures facilitating SME access to those markets. It found that many firms

26 http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/access-to-markets/internationalisation/studies_en
27 http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/9126/attachments/1/translations
28http://bookshop.europa.eu/en/opportunities-for-the-internationalisation-of-european-smes-pbNB0414189/
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are not aware of existing support services and their benefits and concludes that there is a
strategic role for the European Commission to encourage cooperation and promote greater
efficiency amongst Member States in supporting SME internationalisation.

A Study on the level of internationalisation of European SMEs (2009) 29 identified barriers to
and advantages of internationalisation by analysing the required activities from exports and
imports to foreign direct investment, subcontracting and technical cooperation. Based on a
survey of 9,480 European SMEs, the study concluded that while 25% of EU MEs export or
have exported at some point during the last 3 years, only 13% are active in markets outside
the EU and that greater internationalisation was recommendable.

The Project 'Supporting the internationalisation of SMEs' (2006) 30 analysed the barriers
impeding greater SME involvement in international operations and identified successful
practices of support mechanisms and international partnerships from various European
countries.

The Internationalization of the Firm: A Reader (1998) 31 provides a compendium of the key
issues around SME internationalisation, ranging from foreign direct investment, cultural
differences and joint ventures to foreign market servicing.

29 http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/10008/attachments/1/translations
30 http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/2276/attachments/1/translations
31 Peter J. Buckley/Pervez N. Ghauri. 1998. The Internationalization of the Firm: A Reader
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ANNEX 1: PROGRAMME

Workshop on
How to support the internationalisation of

SMEs and microenterprises

Wednesday, 12 October 2016 from 12.45 to 14.50

European Parliament, Room PHS 3 050, Brussels

The event is open to the public and will be web-streamed:

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/schedule

DRAFT AGENDA

12.45 – 12.50 Welcome and opening by Mr Paul Rübig, MEP

Part 1 The challenges, barriers and drivers in the
internationalisation of EU businesses

12.50-13.02 Drivers and challenges of SME internationalisation
Prof. Christian Felzensztein, Director of the Global Entrepreneurship
Development Centre (GEDC) at Kingston University

13.03-13.15 Barriers faced by SMEs and microenterprises
Chiara Aprea, Advisor, UEAPME

13.16-13.28 The support needed by a sustainable energy cluster
Mike Coyne, partner, CSES (on behalf of Preben Birr-Pedersen,
International Cleantech Network)

13.29-13.40 Questions & Answers

Part 2 The implementation and effectiveness of the
existing EU measures

13.40-13.52 COSME instruments for promoting SME internationalisation:
Implementation and effectiveness
Daniel Cloquet, Director Entrepreneurship & SMES Department,
BUSINESSEUROPE
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13.53-14.05 How to support the internationalisation of SMEs and
microenterprises
Patrick de Smedt, Deputy Head of Unit, DG for Internal Market, Industry,
Entrepreneurship and SMEs, Unit H2 Enterprise Europe Network and
Internationalisation of SMEs, European Commission

14.06-14.18 Horizon 2020
Prof. Pavlos Dimitratos, professor, University of Glasgow

14.19-14.31 Partnership Instrument, ENI & ICI/ICI+
Niranjala de Mel, trade expert, European Business Organisations (EBO)
Worldwide Wide Network ASBL

14.32-14.45 Questions & Answers

14.45-14.50 Conclusions by the Rapporteur
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ANNEX 2: SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OF EXPERTS

Prof. Felzensztein

Director of the Global Entrepreneurship Development Centre (GEDC) at Kingston
University

Until recently, Christian was a Professor and founding director of the Research Center for
International Competitiveness at the Business School Universidad Adolfo Ibañez (UAI) Chile.
Before UAI, he was director of the Graduate School of Business and MBAs at Universidad
Austral, researcher at Strathclyde Business School UK and founder director of two
consultancy firms in industry clusters and SMEs internationalization in Latin America.

His research, PhD supervision and consultancy work includes the study on industry clusters,
international entrepreneurship and the international strategy of Latin American small firms.
As Director of the research centre he develops international connections with foreign
partners in Latin America, Australia, New Zealand and abroad.

His work has been published in Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Long Range Planning,
Journal of Business Research, Small Business Economics and Journal of Small Business
Management, among others. Apart from +30 journal publications, his work has been
presented in +60 leading international conferences, including Academy of International
Business (AIB), BABSON Entrepreneurship Research Conference, IMP and Strategic
Management Society (SMS). He was the Chair of the 2014 McGill International
Entrepreneurship Conference.

He is Associate Editor of Industrial Marketing Management and Journal of Global
Entrepreneurship Research, as well as Guest Editor of Journal of International
Entrepreneurship (special issue of IE in and from emerging economies 2016) and Editorial
Board member of four journals. During the last few years, he has been visiting Professor in
Universities of Australia, New Zealand, Canada, France (ESSEC), Sweden, Spain, Latin
America and the Caribbean (including Cuba), as well as keynote speaker in industry
conferences related to wine business, industry clusters and SMEs international
competitiveness.

Ms Chiara Aprea

Advisor for Enterprise policy, Legal affairs and External Relations, UEAPME

Chiara Aprea works since two years as Advisor for Enterprise policy, Legal affairs and
External Relations at UEAPME, the European employer’s organisation representing the
interests of crafts, small and medium-sized enterprises at EU level. Across the whole of
Europe, UEAPME represents through its 64 member organisations over 12 million enterprises
with nearly 55 million employees. The main dossiers she follows are the Digital Single Market
and all its initiatives, in particular the proposal on digital contracts and geo-blocking, Internal
Market, Trade, Consumer Protection, external affairs and Standardisation. She is responsible
for reporting on current related European policy activities, policy analysis, drafting of
position papers and working documents and representing the association towards the
European Institutions and high level meetings. She is also an Expert coordinator in SBS,
Small Business Standards, the European Association to represent European SMEs in the
standard making process at European and international levels. Ms. Aprea holds a Master’s
Degree in International Relations and Diplomatic Affairs from the University of Bologna.
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Mr Mike Coyne

Partner, Centre for Strategy & Evaluation Services (CSES)

Mike graduated from Liverpool University with a Joint Honours Degree in Philosophy and
Economics and afterwards obtained a Master’s Degree in Economics from the University of
London. For 15 years, Mike taught Economics in a University Business School, specialising
in Industrial Economics and Small Firm policy. He then worked for five years for Coopers &
Lybrand in Brussels, before becoming an official over a similar period in DG ENTR of the
European Commission, responsible for a programme of concerted actions designed to
identify and exchange best practice in Enterprise policy across the EU Member States. He
then became the Managing Director for six years of a small software company
(http://www.ssl.co.uk/). Since 2007 he has been working directly with CSES, becoming a
CSES Partner in 2008.

Mike worked for several years in Brussels as an official in the European Commission during
which he organised many workshops and conferences. He has continued since joining CSES
to organise many workshops, such as a recent workshop on tourism skills.

More broadly, Mike has in-depth experience of industrial policy going back to his days as an
academic industrial economist and also related areas, such as research and innovation
policy, regional policy and areas such as support for IPR. He has been responsible for
evaluations, such as that of the Competitiveness and Innovation programme and the SME
Definition, but also has detailed sectoral knowledge having led studies in recent years on
motor vehicles, pressure equipment, fertilisers, raw materials, the range of industries
covered by the Ecodesign Directive, tourism and the creative sector.  Most of this work has
involved assessing the performance of the industries concerned.

Mr Patrick de Smedt

Deputy Head of Unit, DG for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs,
Unit H2 Enterprise Europe Network and Internationalisation of SMEs, European
Commission

Patrick has Belgian nationality and holds commercial and technical engineering MA degrees.

Patrick had marketing and technical-commercial positions in the IT and telecommunications
industry for about 20 years before joining the European Commission in 2004.

He has been responsible for policy development and support measures for European SMEs,
starting with the management of the Euro Info Centre Network until 2007.

Currently he is Deputy Head of Unit of the unit dealing with 'SME internationalisation and
Enterprise Europe Network' where he is involved with the policy development for the
Enterprise Europe Network, Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs, Innovation support
programmes for SME and support for SME to participate in the Internal Market and markets
in countries outside the EU.

Mr Daniel Cloquet

Director of SMEs and Entrepreneurship, BUSINESSEUROPE

Daniel Cloquet graduated as Ingénieur Commercial (from the Brussels Free University -
Solvay School of Economics and Management) in 1976.

He started his career in the Belgian Department of Science Policy Programming, as economic
adviser in the Division in charge of designing aerospace technology programmes.
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He then moved to BUSINESSEUROPE, which is the leading advocate for growth and
competitiveness at European level, standing up for companies across the continent and
campaigning on the issues that most influence their performance. With 41 leading national
business federations as members, BUSINESSEUROPE speaks for all-sized enterprises in 35
European countries. BUSINESSEUROPE is a recognised EU level social partner.

Daniel CLOQUET has held various managerial positions in BUSINESSEUROPE, including
Director of the Industrial Affairs Department, which covers EU policies for research,
innovation, energy, climate, environment and industrial competitiveness. He has
represented BUSINESSEUROPE in a number of related European Commission advisory
bodies.

In September 2010, he was appointed Director for SMEs and Entrepreneurship in
BUSINESSEUROPE. His current work focus includes promoting entrepreneurship, improving
SME access to banking and non-banking finance, and enhancing the implementation of the
SBA (the EU Small Business Act).

Prof. Pavlos Dimitratos

University of Glasgow

Dr Pavlos Dimitratos is Professor of International Business at the University of Glasgow Adam
Smith Business School, and the Lead of the International Business and Entrepreneurship
Research Cluster. His research interests are in international entrepreneurship, international
management and international strategy, particularly of SMEs. His publications include more
than 40 articles in peer-reviewed journals, 1 monograph, 6 edited books, more than 25 book
chapters, more than 85 international conference proceedings etc. His publications appear in
highly-ranked journals such as the British Journal of Management, Business History,
Entrepreneurship and Regional Development, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice,
Environment and Planning, Family Business Review, International Business Review,
International Journal of Human Resource Management, International Marketing Review,
International Small Business Journal, Journal of Business Ethics, Journal of Management
Studies, Journal of Small Business Management, Journal of World Business, Management
International Review, and Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal.

He is ranked as one of the top authors worldwide in the international entrepreneurship field
by the Web of Science (ranked by the number of record/ publication count) and cited as one
of the leading researchers in this same area in the article 'Transnationalizing
Entrepreneurship: A Critical Agenda for Economic Geography', author Yeung H.W.-C.,
Progress in Human Geography, 33(2), 2009, 210-235. His co-authored article 'Does
Confucian Dynamism Complement the OLI Framework? A Study of Chinese Private Firms'
was awarded the Best Paper Award on Emerging Markets at the 36th European International
Business Academy Conference, December 2010, Porto, Portugal. He has also won the Best
Paper Award for the co-authored article entitled ‘Micromultinational or Not? The Effects of
International Entrepreneurship, Networking and Learning’ in the 27th Conference on
Business Administration and Economics (ENEFA), November 2011, Pucon, Chile.

He currently sits on the Editorial Boards of the Journal of International Business Studies,
International Business Review, International Small Business Journal, Journal of International
Entrepreneurship, and the Asia Pacific Journal of Management. He further serves as the
Track Chair on ‘International Business’ in the British Academy of Management conference.
He is also an elected member of the Executive Board of the Academy of International
Business (Secretary of the AIB - UK & Ireland Chapter). Previously he has served on the
Executive Board of the European International Business Academy (EIBA). He has been a
Track Chair in AIB and EIBA conferences. He has also been coordinator and investigator in
several international business research projects collaborating with colleagues across the
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world; while served as a consultant to organisations such as the European Commission,
Scottish Enterprise and UNCTAD; whereas also involved in Horizon 2020 applications.

Ms Niranjala de Mel

European Business Organisations (EBO) Worldwide Wide Network ASBL

Niranjala is an international trade expert with over thirteen years’ experience in international
trade, EU project implementation and administration. An experienced speaker at events on
trade and internationalisation for EU Business. Experience in collaborating with a wide array
of international markets, her network of contacts expands to over 30 countries outside EU
and majority member states within the European Union.

Voted the first female director of the European Business Organisations (EBO) Worldwide
Wide Network ASBL in 2011 and reappointed in 2012. In 2013, Ms de Mel unanimously voted
at as Vice Chairman of EBO Worldwide Network. She continues to serve the EBO Worldwide
Network ASBL on a volunteer capacity to-date. Ms de Mel has actively contributed to
numerous consultations on EU SME Internationalisation since 2010.

Ms de Mel commenced her career in International Trade at the EU Chamber of Commerce of
Sri Lanka (ECCSL). During her tenure of work at ECCSL Ms de Mel actively supported
numerous EU business prospecting Sri Lanka. She was instrumental in the implementation
of the EU Business Dialogue with the Government of Sri Lanka for EU Business in the interest
of advocating established EU Business interest. In 2010, Ms de Mel successfully established
the “EU Helpdesk” a fee based service, which allowed EU Member State Representations
with no representation or minimal representation to utilize the EU Helpdesk for its Trade
promotions works in Sri Lanka. This service enabled Ms de Mel to interact with numerous
EU Business prospecting the market and providing valuable support required during new
market entry. In 2011, Ms de Mel succeeded in launching the first EU Business Magazine
Eurolink.
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ANNEX 3: PRESENTATIONS AND BRIEFINGS

Drivers and challenges of SME internationalisation

Presentation by Prof. Christian Felzensztein
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Barriers faced by SMEs and microenterprises

Presentation by Chiara Aprea, UEAPME
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The support needed by a sustainable energy cluster

Presentation by Mike Coyne in absence of Preben Birr-
Pedersen
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How to support the internationalisation of SMEs and
microenterprises

Presentation by Patrick de Smedt
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COSME instruments for promoting SME
internationalisation: Implementation and effectiveness

Presentation by Daniel Cloquet
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Horizon 2020

Presentation by Dr Pavlos Dimitratos
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Partnership Instrument, ENI & ICI/ICI+

Presentation by Niranjala de Mel
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Additional Slides on SME participation in relevant EU
instruments






